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1: Jacquemart-AndrÃ© museum | Hotel Jardin de Villiers Paris
Housed in the mansion's former dining room, the CafÃ© Jacquemart-AndrÃ© is the most beautiful tea room in Paris. All
day, you can break for a snack just a stone's throw from the Champs-ElysÃ©es and the department stores.

This particular mansion is an extraordinary witness of this Parisian aristocratic life of the 19th century. The
imperial aristocracy decided to settle down in that location after the architectural reconstruction of the district
and completely rethought by the famous prefect Hausmman. The beauty of the location on Boulevard
Hausmann is unique. A special immersion in the aristocratic universe This particular mansion is an
extraordinary witness of this Parisian aristocratic life of the 19th century. The author wrote so many scenes
about aristocratic life in Paris that the link could be done immediatly. Elegant duchesses, princesses and
comtessess wirling around in the large living room but also in the music room and the splendid winter garden.
One can find a great resemblance to the private mansion of the collector Henri Clay Frick and his mansion
located in the heart of New York. The large drawing-room, the music-room, being no more than a single room
for receptions and balls. The Grand salon The music room The decoration brings together from the beginning
furniture and decorative objects from the 18th century. The music room is a jewel of the second empire style
with its walls of red stretched fabric, dark wood furniture and painted ceilings. On the ceiling, an Apollo
protector of the arts illustrates the spirit of the place. A characteristic of Napoleon III style in the art of
receiving. The Winter Garden with mirors The staircase is decorated with marble, stone but also iron and
bronze. The double staircase A magnificent canopy reveals sculptures, mirrors, green plants and a beautiful
double-staircase. The canopy and the Cornice The dining room Today it has become a tea room very popular
with the Parisians. The ceiling is also decorated with a very beautiful fresco by Tiepolo. A very simple portrait
of Christ with a simple light and shadows. It gives great mystery to the scene. A representation of Christ that
reveals his identity to two disciples encountered after his resurrection. The scene takes place in the small
village of Emmaus near Jerusalem.
2: The Italian Primitives from the Altenburg Collection on View at the Jacquemart-AndrÃ© Museum
To discover events, tips and last news around Culturespaces sites. Do you know the Culturespaces network of
museums and monuments? Groups; Scholars; Receptions; Contact us.

3: Events | MusÃ©e Jacquemart-AndrÃ© : une collection unique Ã Paris, Paris - gÃ©rÃ© par Culturespace
The Italian Renaissance. The "Italian Museum" consists in an extensive collection of paintings from Italian Renaissance
masters, both from the Venice school (Bellini, Mantega) and the Florentine school (Ucello, Botticini, Bellini, and
Perugino).

4: The Musee Jacquemart-AndrÃ© - The Collections
The CafÃ© Jacquemart-AndrÃ© is open from Monday to Friday from a.m to p.m and from 11 a.m on weekends. Brunch
on Sunday from 11 a.m. to p.m. Late-night opening on Mondays until p.m.

5: MusÃ©e Jacquemart-AndrÃ© - Paris tourist office
The Jacquemart-AndrÃ© Collection The spouses accumulated an impressive collection of paintings and sculptures as
well as woodwork, fireplaces, tapestries, frescoes and ceilings throughout their journeys to Italy and the Near East.

6: MusÃ©e Jacquemart-AndrÃ© Review - Paris France - Sight | Fodor's Travel
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MusÃ©e Jacquemart-Andre is located in an opulent Belle Epoque mansion that alone is worth the price of admission.
Added to that is the museum's art collection, each piece carefully chosen, purchased, and archived by the ambitious
art-loving couple, Edouard AndrÃ© and NÃ©lie Jacquemart.

7: MusÃ©e Jacquemart-AndrÃ©: Skip The Line | Tiqets
Without children, they loved travelling and spent 13 years of their life together lithinÃ© the collection that is housed in the
museum today. Visit the Jacquemart-AndrÃ© Museum From the entrance ramp built as a circular ark, one understands
that the Jacquemart-AndrÃ© is a hotel not like others.

8: MusÃ©e Jacquemart-AndrÃ© | Paris AdÃ¨le
The MusÃ©e Jacquemart-AndrÃ© is a private museum located at Boulevard Haussmann in the 8th arrondissement of
www.enganchecubano.com museum was created from the private home of Ã‰douard AndrÃ© () and NÃ©lie
Jacquemart () to display the art they collected during their lives.

9: MusÃ©e Jacquemart AndrÃ© | Paris Insiders Guide
The MusÃ©e Jacquemart-AndrÃ©, owned by the Institut de France, presents collections of art that are worthy of great
museums in a magnificent Second Empire mansion. Often compared to the Frick Collection in New York, it has
maintained its mansion atmosphere, which makes it unique in Paris.
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